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Recommended      

Reads 

 

Welcome to Term 2! Another busy Term planned to ensure children are immersed 

into a world of Reading! Here are the recommended reads for November! 

If you have a book that you would like to recommend: pop it on the school 

Facebook page or email the office on psa@larkhill.wilts.sch.uk and I will endeavor 

to include in the December issue. Happy Reading all!   

EYFS, Years 1 and 2 – Numenia and the Hurricane by Fiona Halliday 

A stunning picture book that follows a young bird who struggles against the 

elements to find and rejoin her family in the big migration. Poetic and 

challenging language and stunning artwork bring this story to life. Beautifully 

written inspired by a real event.  

 

Years 3 and 4 – The miraculous journey of Edward Tulane.  

The Author Kate DiCamillo takes us on an extraordinary voyage from New York to 

London, Edward falls overboard and from there finds himself on an amazing 

journey. He travels with tramps, works as a scarecrow, comforts a dying child ... 

and finally learns what it is to truly love. A heartwarming book that all will enjoy.  

Years 5 and 6 Emma Carroll – A week at world’s end.  

Nothing ever happens in World's End Close. So, when Stevie discovers a runaway 
girl in her coal shed, the first thing she does is fetch her best friend, Ray. Both are 
dying for a bit of adventure, and when the girl begs for help, they readily agree. 
Yet they soon realise they've taken on more than they bargained for. The girl, 
Anna, reveals she's on the run from people who are trying to poison her. 
Meanwhile, on the news, the Americans and Russians are arguing over missiles  in 
Cuba. As the threat of war grows, Anna's behaviour becomes more mysterious. 
And when Stevie unearths a dark family secret, she wonders if Anna has come to 
World's End Close on purpose, with a special message just for her...  

An enthralling thriller, perfect for our tumultuous times. 

 

What a success! Emma Carroll 

was fantastic and the children 

were deeply engaged and 

asked her some fantastic 

questions!  
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